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Abstract— In semiconductor industry, where bearingless pump
systems are employed already as state–of–the–art technology, the
trend goes towards higher fluid temperatures (150◦C and more)
in order to further increase process efficiency. This fact translates
to the requirement of a high–temperature bearingless pump
system and/or the elimination of thermal–critical components
such as hall sensors. This paper introduces a new method for
a hall–sensorless control of a PMSM bearingless pump in its
operating range from 0 rpm to 8000 rpm and from zero load to
full load. The sensorless operation is performed by three novel
control functionalities, namely: a controlled start–up routine,
enabling a sure levitation and zero angle setting; an open–loop
angle estimation based on stator voltage and stator current
measurement and known machine parameters; and an angle
synchronization establishing a robust operation of the pump in
the whole operating range even for a large machine parameter
drift. Especially, considering the temperature degrading of the
permanent magnet flux density, the novel robust control concept
is of great benefit for bearingless pump systems employed in high
temperature applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Bearingless motors have been extensively investigated in the
past and have been employed successfully in high purity envi-
ronments (e.g. in semiconductor, pharmaceutical and medical
industry) due to their great variety of benefits such as non–
contact bearing capability and the lack of mechanical wearing,
lubricants and seals [1]–[4]. Additionally, they feature high
power density, thus these pumps are nowadays the best choice
for high–purity and high–tech areas like e.g. in semiconductor
process applications. In order to further increase the produc-
tivity and process quality higher temperatures of the process
fluids are employed more and more.

These high fluid temperatures cause problems for the bear-
ingless pump system. Fig. 1 shows the sectional view of a
bearingless pump system with integrated power electronics
[5]. As one can see, the sensors for detecting the radial and
angle position have to be positioned close to the impeller in
order to measure satisfying signals. Especially for the angular
hall sensors the vicinity to the high temperature fluid is very
critical, which raises the demand for a sensorless control of
the bearingless pump, i.e. the complete elimination of the hall
sensors. The radial position sensors can be assembled based
on inductive or eddy current principle and are therefore not
thermally critical.

In literature many methods for eliminating angle and speed
sensors have been established [6]. The motivation in most
cases was to eliminate the sensors for reasons such as costs,
reliability, weight and size of the machine. However, for the

Fig. 1: Sectional view of a bearingless pump system with fully
integrated power electronics.

considered high–tech applications such cost related aspects are
of minor importance compared to the technological challenge
associated with the high temperature application.

In contrast to most concepts presented in literature, which
are typically built up as three phase motors driven by three
phase half bridge modules, the existing bearingless pump is
built up with a two phase drive system, which is driven by two
full bridges. The reason for this choice is the combination
of the bearing and drive together on one iron circuit [1]–
[3]. The established concepts in literature can be subdivided
into methods using the induced voltageuind [7]–[13] on one
hand and methods measuring the rotor angle dependent phase
inductance on the other hand [14]–[16]. However, the back
EMF methods are not useful at low speed and stand still and
the phase inductance measurement is not effectual at high
speed. For the high temperature bearingless pump system the
rotor angle is needed from stand still to ensure levitation until
high speed of approximately8000 rpm to achieve the needed
output power.

In the following, methods for estimating and calculating the
rotor angle without using any hall sensors will be described.
Section II introduces a method to calculate the initial rotor
position at stand still, since this angle is very important to
ensure levitation and a proper angle estimation. In section III,
a simple method for estimating the rotor angle out of the phase
voltages, currents and given machine parameters is introduced.
Finally, a new method for synchronizing the estimated rotor
angle by measuring the free–wheeling current in one drive
phase will be introduced in section IV. The improvement of the
synchronization method regarding robustness against dynamic
load and rotational speed changes will be shown in section V
by measurements on an existing pump system. Additionally,



Fig. 2: Rotor position at stand still and start angle calculation.

Fig. 3: Start up algorithm flow diagram

measurements verify the correctness of the theoretical consid-
erations in each section.

II. START UP ROUTINE

Starting up levitation without the knowledge of the rotor
angle position is an inherent challenge of bearingless pumps,
since the rotor angle is needed to apply the superposed
magnetic field for suspension force generation. A detailed
force generation description can be found in [17].

First of all, the initial rotor angle has to be found. For
the estimation of the rotation angle at stand still several
possibilities for bearingless motors are well known (eg. [18]).
The goal is to estimate the initial angle position without
turning the rotor, which would cause abrasion. The biggest
advantage of bearingless pump systems is the contact–free

handling and hence a low contamination of the pump medium.
The needed initial rotor angleϕ0 can be found by using

an inherent property of unipolar permanent magnets: Looking
at Fig. 2, one can see that the rotor is always sticking to the
stator wall with one magnet pole but not being defined with
which one. However, it is not assured that the orientation of
the magnet is exactly according to its polarization, i.e. the
point of contact is not exactly the magnet pole. First, this is
due to reluctance forces to the stator claws which are placed
at some defined positions of the stator. And secondly, it is not
sure which pole (south or north) is directed to the wall. The
initial rotor angleϕ0 can now be assumed using the included
radial position sensors fora– andb–axis:

ϕ0 = arctan

(
b0

a0

)

(1)

For starting up levitation the algorithm shown in Fig. 3 can
be used. After having set the initial rotor angle out of (1)
the correct magnet pole has to be found. Since the rotor can
stick either with the north pole or with the south pole at the
stator wall, the initial rotor angle can be assumed wrongly by
180◦. In the used algorithm the north pole is assumed to point
towards the stator wall first. Afterwards, a rotor fixed frame (d–
andq–axis) is defined by setting thed–axis in the direction of
ϕ0. Activating now the levitation will lead to forces in negative
d–axis and a resulting rotor displacement.

This displacement depends on the magnet direction in
reality. If the north pole was sticking, the assumption was right
and the rotor will move towards the stator centre. In contrast,
if the south pole is directed towards the stator wall, the initial
rotor angleϕ0 was calculated wrongly by180◦ and has to
be corrected. One might think that the displacement, which is
necessary to detect which pole is sticking at the stator wall,
can be calculated out of the relative change ofr = r0 ±Δ r
(with Δ r =

√
Δ a2 +Δ b2). However, this calculation may

fail, since a radius decrease (which would mean a sticking
north pole) can also be detected for a small rotation of the
rotor with the south pole sticking at the stator wall. The reason
for this is the nonlinear characteristic of the position sensorics
together with the circular shape of the rotor surface. Since the
algorithm is still expecting the rotor north pole sticking, the
reference bearing current will increase constantly due to the
PID position controller. Thus, this may lead to an over current
situation caused by the subordinate PI current controller.

Therefore, the absolute radius changer = |Δ r| instead of
the relative radius change is used to identify the sticking pole.
Measurements done with this estimation are shown in Fig. 4.
One can see that the radius change in case of a sticking south
pole reaches lower values in comparison to the radius change
in case of a sticking north pole. After a short hold time of
approximately50 program cycles, which is equal to11.4ms,
the difference between both lines is big enough to determine
the sticking pole. On the other hand, this time is short enough
to ensure that in case of the south pole sticking at the stator
wall no damage of the bearing coils will appear due to the
current impressed into the coils.

In Fig. 5 the dependency of the rotor displacement after
a hold time of 11.4ms on the rotor angle is shown for
various cases of north and south pole sticking at the stator
wall, respectively. One can see that for most of the200



Fig. 4: Rotor displacement in dependency on time and which pole
is sticked to the stator wall.

Fig. 5: Rotor displacement in dependency on the rotor angleϕ0
and which pole is sticked to the stator wall for a wait time of50
program cycles (11.4ms).

Fig. 6: equivalent circuit diagram of a common PM synchronous
motor drive.

measurements the radius displacement is different between
sticking north or south pole and a limit to decide which pole
is sticking can be found. Although most of the points are
far below or beyond the limit it may appear that the sticking
pole is not detected correctly. Thus, the rotor is not levitating
after a defined waiting time, which will lead to a reset by the
algorithm shown in Fig. 3 and the start–up operation will be
started again until the correct pole orientation is detected.

Once the pole detection succeeded, the rotor starts to
levitate. It is important to keep the initial rotor angleϕ0,
since this angle is needed for the further angle calculation.
Therefore, a currentid is applied by the drive system to fix
the rotor (cf. Fig. 3).

After starting the rotor up to levitation it can now be
accelerated up to the minimum needed speed to turn on the
sensorless position estimation, by rotatingid impressed by the
drive system in a feed–forward operation. The switch between
feed–forward acceleration and sensorless control has to be
done at a rotational speed, where virtually no mechanical
load appears. Since a typical operation point of the used
magnetically levitated pump is beyond4000 rpm, turning on
the sensorless operation is possible in between the speed
range of 1000 rpm to 4000 rpm. As it will be shown in
the forthcoming section that the minimum needed speed to
ensure a proper angle calculation is in the range of1000 rpm.
Therefore, an acceleration up to1000 rpm and a switch to
the sensorless operation is possible without losing information
aboutϕ0.

III. ROTOR ANGLE ESTIMATION

In this section a simple but effective rotor angle estimation
method will be described. The principle is based on the
estimation of the back EMF induced voltageuind by using
the knowledge of the stator voltageus and calculating the
load angleγ between the stator voltageus and uind [19].
Fig. 6 shows the equivalent circuit of a standard permanent

Fig. 7: Vector diagram of a common PM synchronous motor with
field oriented control (a), out of field oriented frame (b).

magnet synchronous machine (PMSM). Out of this the vector
diagram for field oriented control (shown in Fig. 7(a)) can be
drawn. To ensure field oriented control and therefore highest
available motor power, the actual rotation angleϕ has to be
known. This angle appears between the rotor fixedd–q system
and the stator fixeda–b frame.

The goal is to estimate the position of the rotor fixedd–
axis, respectively the angleϕ, out of known values like the
impressed stator currents or voltages. The stator voltage

us =

[
Us,a
Us,b

]

(2)

can be used to calculate the voltage angleα [20]:

α = arctan
Us,b

Us,a
. (3)

Without any mechanical load the stator voltageus is in phase
with the induced voltageuind. By applying a mechanical load,
an additional angleγ between the stator voltageus and the
induced voltageuind appears. This load specific angle can be
calculated using the machine parametersLs, Rs and ΨPM
and the phase currentis or in case of field oriented controliq:

γ = arctan
ω iq Ls

iq Rs + ωΨPM
(4)



Fig. 8: Angle calculation at7000 rpm in comparison to measured
angle at a hydraulic operation point of6.5 l/min hydraulic flow
and 1.3 bar outlet pressure. (Angle scale120◦/div, current scale
5A/div, time scale2ms/div).

In case of small resistance valuesRs a speed independent load
angle results:

γ = arctan
iq Ls

ΨPM
(5)

All needed values to calculateα andγ (stator phase voltages
Us,a, Us,b, the stator currentiq, and the machine parameters
Ls andΨPM ) are known and the estimated rotor frame angle
ϕest can be calculated to

ϕest = α− γ − 90
◦. (6)

Measurements as depicted in Fig. 8 show that the actual (upper
line) and the estimated (middle line) rotor angle match very
well i.e. the load angleγ is estimated correctly.1

The minimum achievable speed with this method depends
mainly on the minimum stator voltage needed for a sufficiently
exact calculation of (3), i.e. at low speed the amplitude ofus

1The actual angleϕhall is measured for comparison reasons in a conven-
tional manner through2 reference hall sensorsHx andHy by evaluation
of arctan(Hy/Hx) inside the DSP. Due to limited number of output ports
both angle signalsϕhall andϕest could only be displayed through the PWM
output ports and a subsequent lowpass filter, which is the reason for the round
shape of the angle signals at the falling edges.

is too small to calculateα correctly. The minimum achievable
speed for the pump at hand has been identified with1000 rpm.

The introduced angle estimation method works satisfactory
if the machine parametersLs and ΨPM are well known.
However, uncertainties in these values lead to a computational
error in (4). This results in a wrong rotor angleϕ and hence
in an incorrectly impressed stator currentis. The consequence
is a resulting current componentid as shown in Fig. 7(b). The
additional currentid leads to a voltage dropRs id andωr Ls id
and consequently to an increased stator currentis. In practice
this means more needed current to drive the motor and thus a
decreased maximum power and efficiency of the drive system.

In the same manner, also an error in calculatingϕ0 during
the start–up sequence leads to a constant angle error in (6).
In order to avoid parameter and initial angle dependency, it
is indispensable to synchronize the rotor angle from time to
time with a real physical parameter. In the following section an
effective synchronization by means of free–wheeling current
will be presented.

Additionally, due to the fact that the introduced method is
only a feed–forward control a potential failure of the angle
estimation and/or speed calculation and even a system crash
can not be detected by the control, which incorporates a
drawback for practical implementation.

IV. ROTOR ANGLE SYNCHRONIZATION BY

FREE–WHEELING CURRENT MEASUREMENT

Driving a motor only with rotor angle estimation may
lead to a wrongly calculated angle due to uncertainties in
the parameters and thus to a non–field–oriented operation as
described before. The angle estimation is basically a feed–
forward control with a correction of the load dependent
angle offset between the stator voltageus and the induced
voltageuind. Therefore, in this section a method is described,
how the wrongly calculated rotor angle can be detected and
synchronized by measuring the physical rotor position using
the free–wheeling current.

Fig. 9 shows the four appearing switching states within one
pulse period for a full bridge driven by a three level PWM
signal. To achieve a lower current ripple in the motor inductor

Fig. 9: Switching states within one pulse period for a inverter bridge of one drive phase using three level PWM — State1: positive inductor
voltage — State 2: free–wheeling path, current in the inductor is decreasing — State3: negative inductor voltage — State4: free–wheeling
path, decreasing inductor current.



the voltage over the inductor is set to zero for two switching
states (state2 and 4). During state2 the impressed inductor
current is flowing through the free–wheeling path and through
the current measurement, which can be realized as a simple
shunt resistor.

If the free–wheeling state (state2) is applied for a longer
time period (several milliseconds), the current waveforms
shown in Fig. 10 appear. State2 is active fromϕoff until ϕon.
The currentis(t) measured by the current sensor is in general
a superposition of two fictitious currents

is(t) = is,f (t) + iind,f (t), (7)

which occur due to the superposition of two voltage sources,
namely the stator voltageus(t)

us(t) = Us ∙ sin (ω t+ γ) (8)

with
Us =

√
(ωΨPM + iq Rs)2 + (iq ω Ls)2 (9)

for field oriented control (is = iq) and the induced voltage
uind(t)

uind(t) = ωΨPM ∙ sin (ω t). (10)

The appearing phase shiftγ betweenus(t) anduind(t) in case
of field oriented control this angle appears betweenus(t) and
is(t), too) was already defined in (4).
Fig. 11 shows the equivalent diagram of the whole motor
drive (11(a)), the equivalent circuit only with the stator voltage
sourceus(t) (11(b)), and the circuit only with the induced
voltageuind(t) (11(c)). One can see that the induced voltage
uind(t) is driving a fictitious currentiind,f (t) [21]

iind,f (t) = −
ωΨPM√
R2s + ω

2 L2s
∙ sin(ω t− τind), (11)

which is part of the stator currentis(t) and can so be estimated
out of is(t) during the free–wheeling state2. The currentis(t)
contains therefore information aboutiind,f (t), which on his
part contains information about the actual rotor angleϕ.

The fictitious currentis,f (t) before activating the free–
wheeling state is given by

is,f (t) =
Us√

R2s + ω
2 L2s

∙ sin(ω t+ γ − τs) ∀ t < toff. (12)

The phase shiftτs appearing between the stator voltageus(t)
and is,f (t) is equal to the phase shiftτind in (11) between
the inverse induced voltage−uind(t) and the fictitious current
iind,f (t), and can be written in case of field oriented control
to

τs = τind = arctan

(
ω Ls

Rs

)

. (13)

After turning off the stator voltageus(t) (t ≥ toff with
toff = ϕoff/ω) the fictitious stator currentis,f (t) decreases by
an exponential function (cf. Fig. 10):

is,f (t) = is,f (toff) ∙ e
−(t−toff)

Rs
Ls ∀ t > toff (14)

The current shunts (cf. Fig. 9) can be used to measureis(t)
during the turn–off window.

Near the zero crossing ofuind(t) the currentiind,f (t) shows
a peak, which also appears inis(t) (cf. Fig. 10) with a phase
shift of ϕi,s caused byis,f (t) (cf. (14)). This appearing peak

Fig. 10: Superposition of fictitious phase currents and peak detection
during the turn–off window.

Fig. 11: Superposition of voltage sources appearing in a PMSM.

in is(t) can be detected and the actual angle ofuind(t),
which is used for synchronization, is calculated to (cf. Fig.
10, derivation steps indicated with step1, 2 and3)

ϕsync= ϕi,s︸︷︷︸
Step 1

− 90◦
︸︷︷︸
Step 2

+ τind︸︷︷︸
Step 3

(15)

by taking the phase shiftϕi,s, caused by the decay ofis,f (t),

Fig. 12: Synchronization of the estimated rotor angleϕest through
the calculated synchronization angleϕsync.



Fig. 13: Calculation ofϕsync at the moment of peak detection for a
fixed turn–off angleϕoff.

Fig. 14: Angle calculation at7000 rpm in comparison to the mea-
sured angle at a hydraulic operation point of6.5 l/min hydraulic flow
and1.3 bar outlet pressure and measured free wheeling current. (An-
gle scale240◦/div for channel 1 and 2, voltage scale500mV/div
for channel 3 and2V/div for channel 4, time scale2ms/div)

into account. As can be seen in Fig. 10,ϕsync is at the same
time the rotor angle increment since the induced voltage zero
crossing which corresponds to the actual angle of the induced
voltage and the rotor.

The synchronization block diagram is shown in Fig. 12. The
detected peak inis(t) activates the sample and hold block and
the difference between the estimated and the synchronization
angle is low pass filtered and added to the actual estimated

rotor angleϕest,i−1. The low pass filter is important, due to
the necessity of a continuous angular signal for the operation
of a PMSM.

The value ofϕsync can be seen in Fig. 13 for a fixed turn–
off angleϕoff . This correction can be calculated analytically
by using (11), (13) and (14). However, the implementation of
the calculation is not advisable on a digital signal processor
(DSP), since the computational time and storage space are
limited. Therefore, a look–up table should be generated for
a practical implementation. The influence of the load (cf. (9)
and (12)) on the decay ofis,f (t) can be considered in the
analytical angle calculation and in the implemented look–up
table, respectively. For reduced complexity the turn–off angle
ϕoff should be assumed to be constant with respect touind(t)
to simplify the calculation ofis,f (toff) and furthermore the
decay ofis,f (t).

Measurements of typical appearing waveforms are shown
in Fig. 14. One can see that the estimated rotor angleϕest
fits perfectly with the measured hall signalϕhall. The lower
lines show the measured voltage overRshunt representing
the phase current and the detected peak signal produced by
the implemented software. The peak inis(t) during the free–
wheeling path can be seen directly.

As one can see, the introduced method is still depending
on the machine parametersLs and Rs (cf. (9) and (12)).
Therefore, the same performance concerning fluctuation of
these parameters will be achieved as for the rotor angle
estimation. However, these motor parameters are usually well
known or can be estimated [22] and the fluctuation is within
a tolerable range.

The main improvement of the synchronization method con-
cerns fluctuations of the rotor magnet field density. As shown
in Fig. 15 the quality of the rotor angle estimation is depending
on the magnetic field impressed by the rotorΨPM (cf. (4)),
while in contrast, almost no dependency on the magnetic field
for the method introduced in this section appears. Since a
method for driving a magnetically levitated pump at high fluid
temperatures has to be found and the magnetic fluxΨPM is
highly depending on the fluid temperature (cf. Fig. 16), this
influence is of high importance and must not be neglected.
As shown in Fig. 16, the impressed magnetic flux will be
decreased about20% to 30% for a fluid temperature increase

Fig. 15: Quality of the calculated rotor angle in dependency on
permanent magnet flux variation. (The magnetic flux degrading
has been achieved through heating up the permanent magnet rotor
according to Fig. 16)

Fig. 16: Temperature dependency ofNdFeB(VACODYM 633HR)
andSmCo(VACOMAX 225HR) permanent magnets.



of around 150 ◦C. As depicted in Fig. 15, this leads to a
calculation error ofϕest up to10◦, whereas, if the rotor angle
is synchronized as presented in this section, the same magnetic
field reduction leads to a calculation error ofϕsync = 2◦.

As mentioned before, also a system failure can be detected
by synchronizing the estimated rotor angleϕest with the
introduced method in this section, as no peak inis(t) will
appear at stand still.

Since the introduced method turns off one drive phase for
almost 1/4 period a torque reduction my be caused. In Eq.
(18) of [23] the influence of repetitive non–sinusoidal currents
on torque generation of bearingless motor drives has been
calculated. Adapting this equation to the pump at hand shows
that for operation in air abovenmin = 1258 rpm no significant
torque ripple occurs. Driving the pump with water will further
decrease this calculated minimum needed speed significantly
below 1000 rpm. Additionally, the synchronization appears

Fig. 17: Influence of synchronization on the wrong estimated angle
ϕest due to a prior load change. (Angle scale120◦/div, current scale
10A/div, voltage scale5V/div and time scale10ms/div)

Fig. 18: Rotor angle after a speed step from1000 rpm to 6000 rpm at full load (hydraulic flow:14 l/min, hydraulic pressure:0.7 bar). A
speed step leads to a permanent angle offset in case of angle estimation (a). The appearing offset can be eliminated by angle synchronization
(b) (Angle scale120◦/div, current scale10A/div, voltage scale5V/div and time scale4ms/div)

Fig. 19: Rotor angle after a load step at6000 rpm from zero load (hydraulic flow:0 l/min, hydraulic pressure:0.8 bar) to full load (hydraulic
flow: 14 l/min, hydraulic pressure:0.7 bar). A load step leads to a permanent angle offset in case of angle estimation (a). The appearing
offset can be eliminated by angle synchronization (b) (Angle scale120◦/div, current scale10A/div, voltage scale5V/div and time scale
4ms/div)



only in one phase and at one of10–50 cycles, wherefore
the current distortion caused by turning off the phase voltage
through this method does not have any influence on the pump
operation.

V. I MPROVEMENT BY ANGLE SYNCHRONIZATION

The improvement by synchronizing the estimated rotor
angleϕest according to the previous section can be seen in
Fig. 17. The estimated angleϕest is calculated wrongly due
to a prior load change until the synchronization is turned on
and the angle is corrected.

Fig. 18 shows the response of the system to a rotational
speed reference step. As the zoom shows, this leads to a
steady offset in the estimated rotor angleϕest (cf. Fig. 18(a))
which can not be detected by the estimation algorithm. By
synchronizing the estimated angleϕest with ϕsync as described
before, the constant offset can be eliminated (cf. Fig. 18(b)).
During the peak detection a small offset appears which results
from turning off the angle estimation during this state. How-
ever, this error is eliminated permanently after one turn by the
synchronization algorithm.

Finally, the angle calculation in case of a load step from
zero load to full load is shown in Fig. 19. The resulting error
after a step in the estimated angleϕest is corrected through
the synchronization and thusϕsync in the same manner.

VI. CONCLUSION

High fluid temperatures, as they are needed in semicon-
ductor industry to further increase the process speed, cause
problems for the bearingless pump system, since temperature
critical hall sensors have to be placed close to the fluid
to measure satisfying signals. This paper introduces a new
control method of PMSM bearingless pump by estimating and
calculating the rotor angle without using temperature critical
hall sensors.

First, the initial rotor angle is calculated using the radial
position sensorics to enable levitation. This method uses an
inherent property of unipolar permanent magnets, as always
one pole is sticking to the stator wall. An algorithm was
described to find out which pole is sticking to finally calculate
the rotor angle and start up levitation.

Secondly, a simple but powerful method for estimating the
actual rotor angle in a speed range of1000 rpm to 8000 rpm
by using the impressed stator voltage and calculating the
load dependent phase shift between the stator voltage and
the induced voltage is described. Measurements show that
the estimated angle is equal to the measured rotor angle
even at high load. However, this method is basically a feed
forward control and therefore a synchronization with a discrete
physical rotor angle information is necessary to ensure a stable
operation.

A method to calculate the actual physical angle out of
the free–wheeling current of one drive phase for synchro-
nization with the estimated angle is described subsequently.
This method greatly improves the robustness of the angle
calculation against permanent magnet flux density degrading
as it occurs for pump operations with high fluid temperatures.
This improvement is finally verified by various measurements
on an existing bearingless pump prototype system, e.g. for
load steps and rotational speed steps.

With the described methods, an important step towards a
hall–sensorless bearingless pump system for fluid temperatures
beyond150 ◦C is done by implementing a combination of all
introduced methods.
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